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ABSTRACT: 

The flow field characteristics In a dump combustor model is 
investIgated experimentally. In this paper. The model consists of a 
square cross-section area duct with a sudden enlargement chamber 
followed by a convergent nozzle. Attention Is focused on finding the 
effect of nozzle existence at the end of the chamber. the chamber 
length. and the Reynold's number (based on the step helght and Inlet 
maximum velocity ) on the wall . pressure dIstribution. the axial 
centerline velocity and pressure, the veloclty proflles, the 
recirculatIon zone size and the reattachment length. 

The results are compared with the corresponding results when the 
nozzle Is absent. The results indicate that the reattachment length, 
the recirculation zone, and the redevelopment after reattachment Is 
almost the same in the case without nozzle and when chamber length Is 
8.65 step heIght With nozzle existence. The wall pressure exhIbits a 
substantial Increase Just before the nozzle entrance. whIle It 
continues Its decrease, In the case wIthout nozzle, because of v19cous 
frlctlon. The results show also that the redevelopment zone following 
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the reattachment shrinks as the chamber length decreases. The 
• reattachment occurs in ... e the norzle when the chwmber le~b becomes • 

4.65 step height. The change In Reynold's number shows a small effect 
on the wall pressure distribution. 

t ... I NmOOUCTION: 

The dump combustor basically consists of a "sudden expansIon from 
an inlet duct Into a chamber fallowed by a noz%le. Thi5 type of 
comubstors is the typIcal combustor of ramjet engInes, Vang et a. l11. 
Vu et al. [21. The flow field formed by a rearward-facing step was the 
subject of research for the past three decades. Smyth [31. Moon et al. 
[41. Bach et a!. [51. Kim et al. [61 are Just a fe\l. Some others are 
e)(tended for compressible flow. e. g.. Hayakawa et a!. [7] and for 
stabUizing of flame as in Robert et a1. (8). The flow fIeld in sudden 
eKpansion is characterized by flow separation, flow recirculation and 
flow reattachment. The turbulence produced in the recirculation zone 
enha~=~s mix1ng between tHe fuel and oxidIzer and results 'n a flame 
stabilization in dump combustors. The flow field may be divided into 
two maln regions; the £10\1 recirculation region and the main flow 
region. (Drewry [91). The two regions are separated by a dividing 
stream llne. The polnt at which the dividing stream line strikes the 
wall is called the reattachment point. 

Factors that affect the recirculation zone size and the 
reattachment length inciude. among many. the step height, the flow 
Reynolds number, the ex1stence of nozzle and the length of combustIon 
chamber. In studying the effect of Reynolds number on the 
recirculation zone forming behind a rearward-facing step In a long 
channel. Ahmed et a!. [101 found that the recirculation zdne length 
Increases with Reylonds number. reaching a maximum at transitlon and 
then decay to a shorter length at the turbulence range. In a study on 
the effect of cavity length between the sudden expansion and a sudden 
contraction sections 1n a dump combustor on mechanism of convective 
instabillty. Habib et a1. [11] showed that the reattachment occurs on 
the dO\ln stream edge of the cavity before it reaches the bottom wall 
if the cavlty length 1s short, in which the length to step height 1s 
less than 2, otherwise it impinges on the wall first. at high Rynolds 
numbers (Re ;Umh/v > 1000) where Urn is mean velocity Ln the channel. 

Vang et al. [1] found, in a configuration similar to the present 
cOnfiguration. that the 'nozzle existence decreases ~he reattachment 
length to 4.5 step height at Reynold number 6.4xlO (based on the 
lnlet duct diameter and central velocity), and Llh = 11.36, compared 
with 6-9 step height found by Moon et a1. [4], in a iong duct without 
nozzle. In an abruptly expandlng clr5ula~ long duct without nozzle at 
Reynolds number ranglng from 10 -10. Drewry {9J found that 
rea ttaShment lengt~ 1s 7.9 and 9.2 step height at Reynold's number 
1.3xl0 and 2.2xl0 • respectively. The reattachment length in a long 
pipe depends weakly on the Reynold'snumber if 1 t 1s very large, as 
confirmed by Back et a!. [5)'8 The excltatlon of the shear layer 
enhances the formation of vortical structure and reduces the 
reattachment length. espeCially for turbulent flow. as shown by 
Frederick et a1. (121. The results 1n [121 ind1cated that the wall 
pressure fluctuates at the reattachment zone and the fluctuations are 
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more 1ntense when the shear layer 1s exIted .. The reattachment length 
was identlft.d as the polne where the streamwlse velO£ity attaIns zero 
value in the reat tachment zone at a distance y. 0.015 step heIght 
above the reattachment wall. 

K1m et a1. (6) studIed the flow characteristics in the separated 
shear-layer, the reattachment zone and the redeveloping boundary layer 
after the reattaChment in a long pipe. Two dIfferent step-heights are 
used. They showed that turbulent intensl ties and shear stress reach 
lDaxiN in the reattach.ll\ent zone, followed by a rapid decay near 
surface after reattachment. They showed also that the wall static 
pressure beyond the reattachment decreases. The reattachment length in 
this work was 1 step height. The numerical treatment of Gooray at al. 
(13) of turbulent recirculating flow beyond reaward-faclng step in a 
long duct showed also that the reattachment length ranges from 5-8 
step heIght. Recently, Syahrll et a1. [14]. studied the effect of 
InitIal conditIons on the reattachment length 1n baCKward facing step 
flow experimentally. Upstream of ~e step, they considered three 
configuratIon; namely canal case, divergent case and wall Jet case and 
for smooth and rough walls. They showed that in the canal case large 
eddies impinge on wall and then sweep downstream the reattachRIent 
point. In divergent case, these eddies sweep downstream and upstream 
of the reattachment point. In the Jet case, the eddies destroy all the 
traces of the upstream flow. The redevelopment of flow in the recovery 
zone is very affected by the wall roughness and by the turbulence in 
the external flow. 

It is noticed that most of the prevlous works concentrated on the 
recirculation zone size and the reattachment length following the 
sudden enlargement in long ducts. Very little attention was given to 
the short ducts and to the existence of nozzle, even though its 
practical importance, particularly in ramjet dump combustors. 
Therefore. the present experimental work focuses on finding the 
effects of nozzle existence following the chamber. the cha.ber length, 
and the Reynoid's number on flow field in the model; na.ely, the wall 
pressure distribution, the reattachlRent length,. the centerline axial 
velocity and axlal velocity profiles. The complications arise from the 
complex geometry, especially due to the nozzle existence, prohibited 
the numerical treatment of the problem, in the time being. Therefore, 
it will be certainly considered in the future. 

2- EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP: 

The experimental measurements were conducted in the test section 
of a subsonic wind tunnel of square cross-section area (30x30 cm). The 
wind tUMel is provided by a fan to wi thdraw air from atmosphere 
through a fine screen to break the distUrbances and eddies. The sudden 
expansion is manufactured from two parts of wood with very slDOoth 
inner surfaces. One is fixed in the upper wali and the other in the 
lower wall of the tunnel test section at its entrance. These parts 
form a convergent duct followed by a constant area duct. The length of 
the convergent part Is 20 em and the length of the stralght part is 20 
em. Therefore, the step height of the sudden enlargement is 10 em. The 
sudden expanSion section is followed by a chamber of square 
cross-section area (30x30 cm) and a convergent nozzle. The nozzle 
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l,.ength is ZO.s em and its exlt cross-section area is 10)(30 em. The 
nozzle contour- is shown in figure (1~) with Lts equation. The 
distance between the sudden eniarselllent sect 10n and the nozzle inlet 
is allowed to vary by changIng the nozzle location. The schematic 
diagram of the test section is shown in figure (i-b). 

The wall pressure dlstrlbution is measured by a muiti-tube 
manometer attached to tappIngs of 0.5 Ill'" dIameter drilled along the 
centerlIne of the bottom wall of the test section. The axIal velocity 
was measured by a pltot-static tube, A transverse mechanism was used 
to allow velocIty measurements In a~lal and transverse dIrections. The 
probe was calIbrated and the relatIve error was found to be + O.lX in 
velocity measurements. 

3- RESULTS AND o ISQJSS ION: 

Three groups of results are presented here. (1) The effect of 
nozzle existence on the flow charact.er Istics followLng the sudden 
expansion in the chamber and in the nozzle. (2) The effect of chamber 
length, In which three d1fferent chamber lengths are consIdered; 
naMely 4.65, 6.65 and 8.65 step heIght. The Reynold's number {based on 
the Inlet central axial velocIty and step ~elght} In the previous two 
cases: wa.s kept constant at Re ;::: 2.7xl0 and the step height is 
constant at iO em. (3) The effect of changing Reynod's number. WhIle 
keeping the chamber length and step heIght constants. 

The wall statIc pressure distribution Is presented in the form of 
pressure coefficIent defIned as follows, 

C ::: 
p 

p - p 
o 

O} 

where. p t P and p are the atmospheric pressure and density and the 
o 0 

measured static pressure. respectively. U is the axial Inlet VelocIty. 
o 

In what follows. the velocity and distance are normalized with 
respect to the inlet axial velocity and the step height, respectIvely. 

3. 1 EFFECf OF NOZZLE EXISTENC~ 

FIgure (2) Is a schematiC diagram of the expected flow fleld 
regions In the present configuration. In regIon (I}. a reCirculation 
zone Is formed following the sudden e~pansion and the reattachment of 
flaw on the lower wall. Region (II), Is a redevelopment zone In which 
viscous friction Is domInant. Region (Ill 1 Is another recirculation 
zone with a counter clockwIse vortex generated due to the nozzle wall 
curvature. 

the wall pressure dIstribution and the mean velocity prOfIles at 
different stations along the chamber will be given below, 
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3. 1.1 ~ALL STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION: 

The wall pressure distribution ",Uh and wi thaut nozzle existence 
1s shown 1n flgure (3). The chamber length between the sudden 
expansionssection and the nozzle. L/h = 8.65 and the Reynold's number 
Is 2.7x10 . The two curves exhibtt simIlar behavior up to X/h ~ 6.S. 
In both curves the pressure decreases slIghtly up to x ~ 1.8, followed 
by a steep pressure increase due to the sudden enlargement. It reaches 
a maximum then it decreases. The behavior is ~ell known giobally. The 
reattachment occurs presumably at allllost x= J.2 for the two curves. 
The shown pressure increase after the reattachment Is due to the high 
turbulence In the reattachment zone which Is confirmed by Gooray et 
a1. 1131. Yang et a1. [1] and KIm et a1. [6]. The noticed decrease 
after that 1s attributed to viscous frIction in the developing flow. 
In the absence of nozzle. the pressure decrease continues. However, in 
the existence of nozzle, the pressure starts to increase again at XIh 
~ 6.5, before the nozzle entrance. This i~crease Nay be attributed to 
the flow separatlo~ caused by the nozzle wall curvature. The pressure 
reaches a stagnatIon value near the wall. Presumably the streamlInes 
near the wall bends backward to form a counter ciockwlse vortex In the 
vicinity of the nozzle entrance. region (Ill) 1n figure ell. The 
pressure is maximum Just at nozzie entrance. The pressure decrease in 
the convergent nozzle, following that, Is a known fact. It Is noticed 
that most of the expansion took place In the upstream. part of the 
nozzle where the area changes rapldiy, as shown in figure (l-a). 

The shorter reattach!\ent length here, 3.2 step helght. compared 
wi th (6-9) step heIght, reported for examples In [4, 6, and 13] in a 
long duct after the sudden-expansion, may be attrIbuted to the the 
three dlmenslonallty in the present case. 

3.1.2 THE MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY PROfILES: 

The mean axial velocity variation nornal to the chamber wall at 
different statIons aiong the chamber has been measured Using 
pilot-statlc probe. Even though the velocity measu:ernellts using single 
hole pitot-static probe in the recirculation regions are not reliable 

.because the velocity direction changes from positive to negative 
cont1nuously, the velOCIty measurement in the core region is re11ab1e 
and can give us some inSight on the core flow development. The 
velocity profiles shown In figure (4) for the case of Uh=8.65, 
indicate almost uniform velocity in the core region just after. the 
sudden-expansion. A dev1ation froll unIformity is seen after that. A 
decrease In the velOCity magnitude as distance Increases in the 
cham.ber is also seen with a noticed shift in the maximum velocity 
towards the iower wall whIch is a gravity effect, whIch Is similar to 
the free jet. rro", these velocity profiles. it is expected that the 
reattachment occurs between X/h = J and Xlh = 4 because the velocity 
measurement near the wall becomes posltive. The velocIty proflle just 
after the exit nozzle Is sho~n, as ~ell. 

3.2 THE EFF"'ECT OF CHAMBER LENGTH: 

The wall pressure, the centerlIne velocity and pressure varlations 
at different chamber lengths are glven below. 
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3.2.1 THE 'JALL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION: 

Figure~ (5-6) show ~e wall static pressure- distributIon for 
chamber lengths 6.65 and 4.65 step height, respectIvely. It Is 
noticed. by consultIng figure (3) In whIch Llh = 8.65. that as the 
nozzle beco.es closer to the sudden-expansIon sectIon. the 
redeveloping regIon (II) shrInks. In figure (5); Llh =6.65, the 
reattachment is slightly shorter than that shown In fIgure (J); LIh -
8.65 and it Is seen that the pressure continues its Increase following 
the reattachment up to the nozzle entrance. Here, there Is no space 
for flow development after reattachment. Instead, the flow separation 
near nozzle entrance causes a contInuous pressure Increase. In fIgure 
(6). where the chamber is shorter, Llh = 4.65, it seelllS that the 
reattachDient occurs inside the nozzle because the pressure contInues 
Its increase, even InsIde the nozzle. Therefore, the pressure 
increases sharply because of the combIned effect of pressure increase 
due to the hIgh turbulence following the reattachment and that due to 
the flow separatIon near nozzle entrance. Figure (7) shows the wall 
pressure dl!ltribution for the thr~ consIdered challlber lengths, In 
addItIon to the case wlthout nozzle at the same Reynold's number. ThIs 
fIgure shows also that. the reattachment length for the LIh = 4.65 Is 
greater. 

3.2.2 THE CENTERLINE AXIAL VELOCITY AND PRESSURE VARIATIONS: 

The axia 1 center line veloci ty for different chamber lengths and 
also for the case without nozzle is shown In fIgure {8l. It Is worth 
to note that. the centerllne velocity remaIns alMost constant up to 
X/h = 2 for all cases. Then It starts to dImInIsh wIth different rates 
after that. The fIgure Illustrates. also that the centerlIne velocity 
dlmlnishes faster In the case wIthout nozzle and the dimInIshIng 
becomes smeller as the chamber length gets smaller. 

The centerline pressure dlstrlbution shown in fIgure (9) 
demonstrates that the largest pressure occurs In the case without 
nozzle, while It attaIns smaller values as· the challlber length 
decreases In the exIstence of nozzle particularly after reattachment. 
However, In the recIrculatIon zone. regIon (Il, the pressure 
measurements show uncertaInties. The resul~s In figures (8-9) explaIn 
the core flow fIeld In which the velocIty decreases and the pressure 
increases wIth dIstance In all cases Including the case without 
nozzle. Nevertheless. the nozzle existence causes a resIstance to the 
flow expansIon and thIs resIstance becomes hIgher as' the nozzle gets 
closer to the SUdden enlargement section. ThIs observation could be 
confirmed by comparIng the centerlIne axial velocity, for example at 
X/h = 4.5 shown 1n figure (8) In which one can see that the velocIty 
gets higher as the nozzle gets closer to the sudden expansion. The 
corresponding centerlIne pressure in figure (9) helps to confirlll this 
conclusion. 

3. 3 THE EFTECT OF REYNOLD'S NllHBER: 

Here, both the step·height and the chamber length are f1xed at 10 
cm and 86.5 cm. respectiveiy and the Reynoid's nWllber is allowed to 
vary. 
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In laminar flow over a sudden enlargement. Ahmed et a1. {IOI. 
showed that the reattachment length Increases with an increase in the 
Retnold's number. None the less. thA" reattachment" length decreases 
agaln as the flow becomes turbulent. The present results. In which the 
flow Is turbulent. the change In Reynold's number was found to have no 
effect on the wall pressure dlstrlbut lon gr the rea!S-achllent length 
when Reynold's number changes- from 2.8xlO to 2.5x10. However. the 
wall PSessure decreases sllghtly when Reynold's number becomes 
2.13xlO as seen In flgure (10). Gooray et al. 113J stated that- In 
turbulent flow, when the reattachment length Is normallzed by step 
height, Reynold's number has no effect". This statement confirms our 
results. The centerUne pressure dlstribution glven In figure (It) 
shows that the pressure Increases wi th the decrease In Reynold's 
number. partlcularly. after reattachment. 

4. CONCLUSIONS: 

the present results Indicate that the nozzle exlstence pro~uces a 
separat lon zone characterized by an increase in pressure before the 
nozzle entrance. The redevelopment zone following the reat tachment 
dlminishes as the nozzle gets closer -to the sudden enlargement 
section. The reattachment took place inside the nozzle when the 
chamber length becomes as small as 4.65 step height. The Reynold's 
number was found to have tiny effect on wall pressure dlstrlbutlon or 
the reattachment length In the turbulent flow. The centerline axial 
velocity decreases , In all cases, wlth distance along the chamber, 
but the rate of decrease is greater as the chamber length Increases. 
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